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SPAA’s Secretary Paul Cummins and I 
attended the AOPA Summit at Wagga 

Wagga in early July. A vocal group of aviation 
representatives was at this landmark event, 
along with Minister McCormack, Shadow 
Minister Albanese and several key Senators. 
Paul and I were able to add important input on 
behalf of the Seaplane Pilot community.

- § -

The 31 August deadline for CASA Part 
61 training approval delegation passed 

with some last-minute relaxation on new 
requirements for Design Feature Endorsement 
Instructors. This common sense decision 
will allow experienced and highly qualified 
water trainers Kevin Bowe and Steve Krug to 
continue teaching, unimpeded for now.

- § -

SPAA recently provided technical support 
to a local fire-bombing operator with 

plans to bring the Russian Be200 amphibian 
to Australia. This highly capable jet aircraft 
has been active nearby in Indonesia during 
previous fire seasons. We hope to see the big 
Beriev on Australian waterways soon.

- § -

Several SPAA members joined the 2018 
LakeFest Buccaneer Conference at Brainerd 

in the USA. This safety-focussed educational 
gathering was very well received.

- § -

A large gaggle of SPAA members also 
visited Oshkosh this year, and by all 

accounts it was a great show. SPA USA chief 
Steve McCaughey was pleased to renew his 
acquaintance with many Australian friends. 
SPAA’s social expert Donna Handley came 
away with lots of new ideas for future events 
here.

- § -

Our annual SPAA Lake Boga Splash-in has 
already been scheduled for 16 and 17 

March 2019 near Swan Hill. Look out for more 
details on our website at seaplanes.org.au and 
remember that registration for SPAA events is 
ESSENTIAL.

- § -

The Rathmines Catalina Festival has 
traditionally been held in late October, 

but the next festival has been re-scheduled 
for 19 May 2019. Look out for some exciting 
new Seaplane attractions on beautiful Lake 
Macquarie over the festival weekend. SPAA 
will hold a member event at Rathmines to 
coincide with this very popular Catalina 
Association community festival.

It has been pleasing to see lots of new 
members join SPAA recently. These range 

from recreational pilots with an interest in 
water flying, to highly experienced commercial 
seaplane operators. Welcome to all those new 
members who have joined SPAA.

- § -

I know its a very busy time, but try and keep 
the weekends of 1-2 December and 8-9 

December free as planning is underway for our 
SPAA Christmas Party which we hope to again 
share with Grafton Aero Club.

- § -

Fly Safely!
Malcolm Burns

0448 744 763
Rathmines NSW

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
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For years I had heard stories of enthusiast visiting an airshow 
they called Oshkosh and coming back with amazing, almost 

unbelievable, stories. I had put a visit to this show on my list of 
things to do before I ever knew what a bucket list was.  Having 
said that I was going to visit Oshkosh for the past three or four 
years and each year failing to organise myself into doing it, 2018 
marked the year that I finally did it. It actually took a neighbour, 
who gloated to me at the beginning of the year that he was off to the 
Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum to flying in the only Avro 
Lancaster bomber in the world to offer joyflights, to finally drive 
me to commit to doing what he did and, while I was there, visit 
Oshkosh as well.
Well eventually the Lancaster flight did not eventuate the way I 
had planned but I got to Oshkosh and it was bigger and better than 
anyone could have described to me. I realise that I do not have the 
literary flair to be able to put on paper (or screen) a description 
that can impart to others the scale of this event but I will try to give 
you a sufficient an impression to start you planning your own visit.
I will try to give an impression through a photo montage, some 
notes, but first I’ll give some statistics.

Over 7 days from 23rd July until 29th July approximately 
601,000 people attended this airshow organised by the 

Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) and officially titled, 
EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2018. I’ll just call it Oshkosh. More 
than 10,000 aircraft turned up for the event (no that’s not a 
typo, there is a one and four zeros). There were 19,588 aircraft 
operations in the 11-day period from July 20-30 giving an 
average of 134 operations per hour at the Wittman airport and 
there would have been times during the arrival and departure 
periods that had considerably higher rates than that. I was told 
that the tower resorts to a waggle of wings rather than a verbal 
read-back as acknowledgement of instructions in order to keep 
the radio transmissions manageable.
There was a total of 2,979 showplanes: 1,160 homebuilt aircraft, 
1,094 vintage airplanes, 377 warbirds, 185 ultralights and 
light-sport aircraft, 75 seaplanes (need to improve on that), 22 
rotorcraft, 52 aerobatic aircraft, and 14 hot air balloons. There 
were 867commercial exhibitors as wells as 1,500 Forums, 
Workshops, and Presentations attended by more than 75,000 
people.
There were two beautiful Ford Tri-Motors flying all day, every 
day carrying a total of 2,800 passengers, while 3,032 people flew 
aboard EAA’s Bell 47 helicopters and 680 flew aboard EAA’s B-17 
Aluminum Overcast.
International visitors were encouraged to visit and register at the 
International Tent which offered a great meeting placed. It was a 
source of some pride to see that of the 2,714 visitors registered 
from 87 nations Australia, with 386 registrants, was second only 
to Canada (538 registrants) which, after all, is only a few miles 
North. It must be said that New Zealand with well over 100 
registrants probably had the greatest attendance on a per capita 
basis.
As  you can see by the statistics just given seaplanes were relatively 
lightly represented but there were some interesting examples.  A 
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beautiful Waco YMF-F5C on floats, and an even more beautiful 
Cessna 165 Airmaster, an immaculate Republic Seabee which 
came dangerously close to being owned by a couple of Australian 
attendees, Piaggio Royal Gulls, Amphibious Aircam, as well as 
the usual Buccaneers, Cessnas, Seareys, Maules etc.  
The Australian seaplane pilots who attended the Oshkosh 
Seaplane Base were treated to the hospitality of the Seaplane 
Pilots Association. It was great to catch up with Steve McCaughey, 
SPA’s Executive Director who, despite being frantically busy, 
welcomed us with open arms and invited us to join all the SPA 
volunteers for a barbeque at the house they had rented as the 
Oshkosh operations base. - Keith Clark

Some idea of the scale 
can be gained from these 

photos. Look carefully and 
you can see aircraft closely 

parked all the way into 
the distance. Motor home 
camping is the large area 
next to the road on the 

right.
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A totally different and relaxing 
atmosphere can be found at the 

seaplane base which is a short shuttle 
ride from the main event.

Warbirds of every type and era
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Yes, that’s a jet engine slung between 
two Yak55s joined together
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Alan Cobham’s DH50 G-EBFG aircraft following a flight from Koepang as part of the first two-way flight from Britain to 
Australia, and the first undertaken by a seaplane. On arrival at Darwin the aircraft was beached and the floats removed, 

converting it to landplane configuration with a conventional wheeled undercarriage. From Darwin, Cobham and his 
mechanic, Sgt Ward of the RAF, flew around Australia via the Qantas route, Narromine, Melbourne and then to Darwin 
via Adelaide, Oodnadatta and Alice Springs - he departed Darwin for Britain on 5 September after having the aircraft re-

configured with floats again at Mindil Beach. Myilly Point in background.

17 Lakes and 4 Float planes on beach at Preist Lake Idaho. At seaplane gatherings in Australia over the past few years, 
Lakes have been in  dominance but nothing like the numbers seen in the USA.
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July 3 kicked-off and on August 14, 2018, the International Polar Flight was successfully completed. Three amphibians-two light 
eight-seat aircraft LA-8 and ultra-light “Borey” flew more than 20 thousand kilometers, crossed nine countries, three continents and 
the two oceans.

What is the use of it?
This flight drew the attention of the aviation community. And, as it often happens, among the thousands of optimists there was one 
unbeliever, who declared that in the modern life he does not see the point in such expeditions. Of course, today millions of people fly 
between the continents, flying, including, and over the North Pole, and for hundreds of years there is no reason to prove to someone 
that the Earth is round. But do we know much about the Far North? And can there be only one goal for the expedition, in which 
several different planes and several pilots participate, whose life path is unique?

The Magnificent Seven
This flight united the seven pilots into one team. Two of them have already flown around the Earth thousands of times: a doctor, 
scientist and astronaut Oleg Atkov spent 236 days in the near-Earth orbit at the Salyut-7 station, and his counterpart, the president of 
the flight, cosmonaut Valery Tokarev twice was at the International Space Station and was in orbit of the Earth for a total of 189 days.
Loïc Blaise, a line pilot and hydro-aviation instructor from France, used to fly the unique plane PBY-5A Cathalina. Several years ago, 
he had to face a serious test in his life: multiple sclerosis, which usually means the end of the flight career. And today Loïc devoted 
his life to fighting the diseases that limit people’s opportunities, initiated Life Odissey (http://life-odyssey.org/) and PolarKID projects 
(https://www.polarkid.org). These projects are designed to draw attention to the problems of people with disabilities, climate change, to 

The exhibition participants (from L to R): Sergey Alafinov, 
Loïc Blaise, Oleg Atkov, Dmitriy Suslakov, Valeriy Tokarev, 

Andrey Ivanov

One man, one very small flying boat, 25 different countries, over 480 hours flying, circumnavigating the globe, crossing from 
Southern to Northern Hemisphere. 

vs
Seven men, two twin engine 8 seater and one single engine two seater, 9 countries but all roughly following the Arctic Circle.  

Admitting to some bias on the part of the editor, it may not match the level of adventure that Michael Smith and the Southern 
Sun had, but it is still a remarkable adventure for small flying boats and some very interesting pilots and crew. I do wonder if the 

Russians got inspired to conduct an around the world flying boat expedition following a visit from Michael. 
I have reproduced the full story of the Russian exploit as they wrote it

FLYING BOATS AROUND THE POLE
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intensify the movement for a healthy future of the planet. The board of one of the expedition aircraft, the two-seater amphibian Borey, 
promulgates the projects of this brave man, in particular, the PolarKID project. Despite the problems, Loïc continues to fly, feeling 
the support of friends.

Andrey Ivanov, director of the Association of Russian Pilot Owners, is the youngest member of the team. But he has already done a 
lot for the development of general aviation in his country, for the preservation of the unique equipment and the airfields.
On his initiative, a team of enthusiasts restored the polar version of the Ilyushin Il-14 (similar to Conver 240). Every year Andrey 
makes long-distance flights, in particular, he flew together with his partner by Cessna 150 from Kamchatka to Moscow, and in 2012 
flew on the same plane on the route “Alaska-Siberia” a little less than 9000km. During the Second World War, the Soviet pilots ferried 
8.000 military aircraft on this route from the USA to Europe.

Vladimir Evstafiev, test pilot, the former commander of the flight test team, “Beriev” company, known for their development of 
amphibian aircraft. One of two professional pilots (the rest of the expedition is private pilots). For him, this amphibian flight in the 
Far North is of professional interest.

Dmitriy Suslakov is the chief designer of the company “AeroVolga”. Under his leadership, all the planes that participated in the Polar 
round-the-world flight were designed and constructed. The company produces serially two-engine eight-seat amphibians LA-8 with 
reciprocating engines LOM PRAHA and Lycoming, as well as single-engine ultralight / LSA “Borey”. Dmitry in this flight took the 
opportunity to assess the correctness of his design decisions as an engineer and pilot.

Sergey Alafinov, Chairman of the Board of Directors of company “AeroVolga”, private pilot and initiator of the flight, organizes the 
design, production and sale of serial amphibian aircraft, and is engaged in the development of the material base of the enterprise. For 
him, for no other l9ke, it was important to check the limit capabilities of the aircraft, to assess their prospects as a product that will 
provide the company with a confident future.

There are different people, different destinies and different interests. But they are united by the common – the love of the aviation 
and the desire to make it accessible to the other people. Thanks to Oleg Atkov, a scientific research is planned during the expedition: 
probing of the Earth from low altitudes, studying water in various areas of the Far North, studying the possibilities of the human 
body under extreme conditions, interacting people in small groups in stressful situations, assessing the operational capabilities of 
the amphibians in the Far North. But is it possible to exclude from this program a thirst for adventure, the desire to fly, the desire of 
mature men to test themselves in an extreme situation?

The route
Five years ago the idea of the International Ocean Flight on Amphibians “80 thousand leagues above the water” was born in the 
company “AeroVolga” (try to find the difference from the title of the novel by Jules Verne and make no mistake with the pretexts, as 
one TV commentator once was mistaken). During the preparation of this flight, several routes were developed that passed over the 
both hemispheres, over all the continents, including Antarctica, and the oceans (http://www.oceanicflight.com).

The polar round-the-world flight is one of the stages of preparation for an oceanic flight. The peculiarity of this stage is not only in the 
route laid in the northern latitudes. The expedition includes a double Borey, which Loïc Blaise has chosen to implement his projects. 
Flight-technical characteristics of this ultra-light determined the duration of the route and the number of landings. According to the 
organizers’ calculations, during the flight the planes had to fly about 20.000 km in 45 days. At LA-8, this route could be traversed in 
20 days, and in fact, the expedition lasted for 43 days.

Sergey Alafinov: “Borey” has a different speed, so it either flew earlier for an hour and a half, or arrived later for an hour and a half. 
We tried to “cover” it on LA-8. One flew earlier and overtook the Borey on the route and the second aircraft flew later. We tried to 

The experimental LA-8 in the morning before the start in Samara Borey amphibian before the start in «AeroVolga» company
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ensure that on the route or at some important points “Borey” was in touch with us. “

If you compare the initial and actual routes, you can see that they are slightly different. The main reason for the changes is the weather. 
At three airports, the aircraft were delayed for four to seven days in anticipation of the VFR. To reduce the number of downtime, the 
pilots analyzed the situation and corrected the route.

The weather was not the only reason for the adjustments. A serious factor was the availability of fuel at the airport. Severe conditions: 
a polar night that lasts almost six months, fogs, strong winds, weather variability – virtually eliminate VFR flights and private aviation 
in the Far North. More or less suitable conditions for the flights of the light aircraft and the ultralights most often exist for no more 
than two months a year. Therefore, many airports do not have gasoline for piston aircraft. In Russia, on some sections of the route, 
Cessna 182 was used as a “tanker”, which delivered fuel for Borey. Sometimes, as in Hall Beach (Canada), it was necessary to buy fuel 
from drivers of cars, circling the houses of local residents with cans.

Another difficulty of the route was that many airports in the Far North do not work around the clock, so they do not take airplanes 
at an inopportune time. Sometimes there was a situation when the favourable weather on the route did not coincide with the mode 
of operation of the airports and vice versa, the airports operated when it was impossible to fly because of fog or strong wind. These 
circumstances also determined the choice of the route.

The expedition crossed nine countries during the flight. The need for border and customs control also influenced the choice of 
airports near the borders of these countries. Some observers were surprised why the amphibians only once made landing on the 
water (Nizhnee Gorodische, Perm Krai, Russia). The answer is simple: on the route there were no hydro-aerodromes that could 
provide aircraft with fuel, and where there is border and customs control. The rigid flight schedule excluded landing, in which 
there was no need. Fortunately, there were no reasons for emergency landing on the water. Therefore, practically the whole route of 
amphibians passed through airports for land planes.

External factors
Until the end of June, there was no certainty that the flight would take place this year. The expedition and its participants were 
completely ready, but two circumstances put the possibility of launch into question. Firstly, the Ministry of Transport of the Russian 
Federation imposed restrictions on flights of general aviation aircraft for the period of the World Cup until July 17. Since the launch 
site was in the restricted area, the flight was impossible before obtaining a special permit. The start after July 17 excluded a successful 
flight in Chukotka, Northern Canada and the Greenland region, where already in the second half of August, difficult weather 
conditions are set. Secondly, the sanctions that the US and some countries have imposed on Russia have affected the flight conditions 
that the FAA has established for foreign aircraft, including Russian registration, for flights over the US territory, including Alaska. 
All of them, regardless of class, had to fly only on instruments. Therefore, they had to equip the aircraft in accordance with the 
requirements of the FAA. The permission of the aviation administration was obtained when the expedition was already in the North 
of Russia. Assistance in negotiations with the FAA was provided by AOPA Canada and its president Bernard Gervais.

Technical equipment
The flight was, for sure, a test for the people: its organizers and participants. But it was no less a test for the aircraft, which, in general, 
are not designed for operation under extreme conditions. First of all, this refers to ultralight “Borey”. The aircraft that participated in 
the flight was designed and constructed in accordance with the requirements of the TP10141 of the Canadian Transport Ministry as 
an Advanced ultra-light aeroplane. This means that its maximum take-off mass in the standard configuration should not exceed 560 
kg. However, “AeroVolga” produces ultralights “Borey” also for Europe. At the same time, the aircraft was designed for the European 
market in close contact with DULV, which was one of the initiators of the increase in the maximum take-off weight of the ultralights 
from 450 kg to 600 kg. Now, when the European Union has approved this proposal (Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 4 July 2018), the maximum takeoff weight of an amphibian can be increased up to 650 kg. And in the 
design of “Borey” the reserve was initially laid, which allowed during the flight to significantly increase the take-off weight and fuel 
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reserve on board. This is facilitated by the design of the aircraft: two trunks, front and rear, allow you to increase the load without a 
significant change in alignment. On the first leg of the route, the maximum take-off weight of the aircraft reached 780 kg, then it was 
unloaded to 760 kg, before the flight to Greenland the weight was reduced by another 20 kg, to Iceland – another 10 kg were removed 
and so, with a weight of 730 kg, it completed the rest of the route.

Loïc Blaise: “You know, Valery Tokarev and me had to fly out of Providence Bay in very bad weather to cross the Bering Strait. Valery, 
for sure, had his cosmonaut’s experience and it did not press him so much. But this little plane withstood the flight perfectly. I’m not 
the one to be paid for advertising. I do not need it, I do not need to lie about planes. I’ll just tell the truth - they drove me 23 thousand 
kilometers without failures and problems, through ice, clouds, ocean and mountains. This is the best advertisement that I can ensure 
them.” I must say that Loïc started flying on Borey last year, when he and Valeriy flew to the North of the European part of Russia 
during the preparations for the Polar round-the-world flight.

From this flight the participants brought a new idea about the possibilities of “Borey” in long-distance flights. For example, they 
realized that it is better to take not two single-seat life rafts, but one light two-seater. They also found out that with a standard fuel 
tank of 90 liters and an additional of 50 liters, “Borey” can fly 820 km with a headwind of 10 m/s. At the same time, on every section 
of the route the crew landed, having on board from 30 to 40 liters of reserve fuel, which would be enough for another 1.5-2 hours of 
flight. This is very important, because sometimes it was not clear what the weather there would be before the approach for landing.
Andrey Ivanov: “In Greenland we had to go over the glacier, this is a six-hour flight with unknown fast-changing weather and wind. 
“Borey” at strong headwind just would not make it to the point, because the flight was almost at the maximum range. And it was very 
important for us to know the forecast. Meteorologists told us that there is an eight-hour “gap” and we need to fly out urgently, but we 
did not know exactly what force the wind would be. “

It would seem that today the pilots are much better informed about the conditions on the route than in the last century and even a few 
years ago. But in the Far North forecasts are developed, mainly for routine flights. The most difficult were the decisions on the flight 
from Chukotka to Alaska and from Greenland to Iceland. Here the expedition was rescued by accurate forecasts by meteorologists 
Vladimir Brovkin from Baikonur and Vladimir Shokin from Nefteyugansk. They gave very accurate forecasts below the lower flight 
level, while the standard airport data were given with respect to the flight levels. When departing from Greenland, the aircraft at first 
crossed the glacier at an altitude of 2.5-3 km. And then flew over the ocean with a tailwind at an altitude of 150 m with the height 
of the icebergs to 300 m, because at an altitude of 600 m there was already a headwind and both meteorologists accurately predicted 
that there would be such a wind. And the “Borey” never let down its pilots. The only recommendation to designers, which gave the 
pilots – to make a higher back of the seats, so that in long-distance flights it was more convenient to sit.

Andrey Ivanov: “Borey is very comfortable. In it you feel calm. Its low speed makes it possible to sit almost anywhere, and this landing 
will be safe. In terms of psychological comfort, this airplane is, of course, magnificent. A nice surveillance, though, the backs of the 
seats needs a bit of effort to support the back. I think this is not a problem. “
The main aircraft in the Polar round-the-world flight was an eight-seater twin-engine LA-8C-RS. This is an experimental aircraft 
specially designed for long-distance flights. The basic aircraft LA-8C was launched in series production in 2006. Since then, two 
dozen aircraft have been constructed. LA-8C-RS was manufactured in 2015.

With two Czech piston engines LOM PRAHA M337C-AV having takeoff power 235 hp, this aircraft can be in the air for 20 hours. 
LA-8C-RS is equipped with a set of flight-navigation instruments, allowing to perform flights in difficult meteorological conditions. 
To control the altitude on board, two heated air receivers(heated pitot), which are connected to three independent indicators, and 
a static pressure system from the cockpit, were used. From radio engineering means of CFIT prevention, the aircraft is equipped 
with a radio altimeter with two indicators, and the instrument landing system is displayed on three independent indicators from 
two independent ILS receivers. For absolute altitude determination, GPS is used: (MSL and GND altitude),which are two on-board 
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systems (GTN-650) and a removable GPS of the 600 series, as well as a removable iPad with efficient software.  Approach patterns at 
the airports are connected to and displayed on two independent systems (G-500 and GTN-650).  Also, on the left screen of the flight 
display a synthetic terrain view can be displayed, generated in 3D format from the navigation system database, which facilitates the 
determination of the spatial position in poor weather conditions.

On board, the TAWS system warning about dangerous closure with the ground is installed, the information of which is displayed on 
the left and right displays of the G500. To prevent collisions in air with other aircraft, an active TAS (traffic advisory system) system 
is used, which independently activates the responders of other aircraft and displaying the information on the background of the 
map on the right G500 display. Moreover, the aircraft is equipped with the ADS-B in & out system and the transponder, mode “S”; if 
necessary it can be duplicated. In the power plant of the aircraft the propellers with the thrust reverser are used. Therefore, for ease 
of taxiing back video camera with a G-500 screen is installed. All main devices have emergency power supply on an independent bus 
from a backup battery designed for 30/60 minutes of flight.

Entering by the aircraft of the stalling mode is prevented by a heated critical angle detector installed on the left wing. The dangerous 
mode alarm is indicated by a bright red flash lamp with a simultaneous warning signal from the loudspeaker and intercom.
To reduce the probability of falling into adverse weather conditions, the aircraft is equipped with either a storm scope (all the models) 
or a meteorological radar. The de-icing protection includes the electrical heating systems of the full pressure receiver, the critical 
angle of attack detector, the left pilot’s windshield; in the advanced model the heating of the propeller and the leading edge of the wing 
and tail is provided for. The use of M-337C-AV engines with compressors and distributed fuel injection eliminates such a dangerous 
phenomenon as the icing of the engine’s intake system.

The failures of all systems are indicated on the special signaling panel by red and yellow lamps with brightness, which allows to detect 
the failure even in the sunlight of the cabin. Panoramic mirrors are installed on the floats, which allow not only visually to monitor 
the position and condition of the chassis, but also to ensure the observation of practically the entire body of the aircraft. Inside the 
cabin a mirror is also installed, which allows to monitor the condition of passengers, cargo and the entrance hatch.
For the use of exterior mirrors in the dark on the floats special lights are installed for the zones of the chassis and entrance hatch. 
These same headlights are used to facilitate landing and disembarkation at night. 
The failures of pitch, roll and heading control are compensated by the trimmer system and engine power variation.
The aircraft is equipped with a computer-speed analyzer, which is designed to prevent the reverse engagement at a speed of more than 
100 km/h, as well as landing gear retraction at a speed of less than 100 km/h. When extending or retracting the landing gear at low 
speeds (for example, on water or when servicing), it is necessary to switch off the interlock with a special switch.

The maximum flying altitude of LA-8C-RS as an airplane with a leaky cabin according to aviation regulations is limited to 3000 
m. However, individual oxygen devices for the crew and passengers can be installed on board, in this case the aviation rules allow 
operation up to the altitude of 4.500 meters. The emergency rescue equipment is represented by a radio transmitter and an emergency 
hand-held VHF radio station. On board there is a set of rescue equipment, which includes a first aid kit, an emergency wood chopper, 
a fire extinguisher, life jackets -according to the number of seats, a rescue raft for six people, a sealed floating battery lantern, masks 
for the crew in the event of smoke in the cabin. The cabin is equipped with a ‘CO’ detector.

The airframe of the aircraft is made of fiberglass and is designed to stand the impact loads that occur when landing on water. 
Therefore, at emergency landing on land the passengers and crew are protected by a powerful hull of the boat. In addition, the 
composite materials of the fuselage have an increased coefficient of energy absorption during destruction, which provides additional 
protection for the people inside the amphibian. The landing gear of the aircraft allows you to fly from unpaved runways, asphalt, 
concrete and snow. Seaworthiness allows the aircraft to operate at a wind wave height of up to 0.6 m. The minimum length of the 
runway is 400 m. The height of the aerodrome from which the LA-8C-RS can take off is 1500 m.

In 2015, two LA-8C-RS aircraft were manufactured, which were thoroughly tested. The future participants of the flight made long-
distance flights from the Volga to the Lake Baikal, to the North of the European part of Russia, one aircraft participated in the AERO-
2016 exhibition, flew from the Volga through Central Europe to the Adriatic and back. Despite the fact that the LA-8C-RS proved 
to be excellent, before the Polar round-the-world flight one plane was converted -instead of piston engines LOM PRAHA M337C-
AV, two turboprops were installed–TP-100 of the Czech company PBS. This decision was dictated not only by the desire to test the 
aircraft with a new power plant. One of the main goals was to reduce the need for the gasoline on the route. The plane was piloted by 
professional test pilot Vladimir Evstafiev and Sergey Alafinov.

For sure, the LA-8s are more adapted to flying in extreme conditions than the ultra-light Borey. Nevertheless, flying them retained 
some risks. For example, in the design of amphibians there is no anti-icing system on the wings and tail surfaces. Therefore, on the 
route pilots carefully assessed the risks of getting into the icing. A certain risk was associated with the fact that the new power plant 
with turboprop engines had not previously been used on LA-8 aircraft. And several legs of the flight were over the ocean, ditching on 
which in an emergency situation was excluded, since the entire surface over many hundreds of kilometers was filled with ice slash, 
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broken ice or ocean waves. Nevertheless, during the entire circumpolar flight, the crews had no complaints about the technology. It 
behaved flawlessly and showed that in the skilled hands of the pilots it is suitable for safe operation in the most extreme conditions.
It’s a good result not only for the pilots and participants of the expedition but also for the company that is engaged in the serial 
production of these aircraft.

Impressions
Obviously, the impression of the pilots from the flight can not be described in a short article. Moreover, even from the photos they 
sent daily, it was clear that each of them has his own view on reality (https://www.facebook.com/Borey.amphibian/). In addition to 
the daily portion of adrenaline from flights, they enjoyed the stunning views of the harsh nature of the Far North, especially attractive 
in summer. Some admired the bright colours of sunsets and sunrises, others were surprised by the unexpected flowers in the tundra 
among the rocks, the third were taken by the excitement of the delightful fishing in the northern rivers and lakes. But there were 
general observations.

SergeyAlafinov: “From the West to the East and in Russia, and in North America and in Greenland, the nature becomes tougher. 
While in the West the nature is more friendly, there is grass, then in the East there are bare stones and ice. And in Greenland in the 
west there is green vegetation, in the East there are almost no settlements, and in the places where they do exist, they are located on 
bare ground and in ice. Why did nature make like this, I do not know. “ It is interesting that the most mind-boggling impressions 
were caused by the most severe places, first of all, Greenland. In the west of this island-continent, the expedition was accompanied by 
the landscapes worthy of the brush of Rockwell Kent. In the East of Greenland, the pilots were really shocked by the endless glaciers 
that, like frozen rivers, moved to the ocean, giving birth to giant icebergs on its shore. Sometimes it was necessary to fly at low level 
below their peaks, since already at an altitude of 600 m a strong headwind was raging. From a bird’s eye view, it was possible to see 
whales in the ocean, capture bizarre forms of icebergs, unfriendly rocks and crevices of glaciers, treacherous ice on the surface. In 
Iceland, the pilots flew over the a sleeping volcanoes and geysers, which turned the surrounding area into the Impressionist paintings.
And, for sure, the participants of the expedition were excited about meetings with the people who reside in the North. In some 
villages, especially in the North of Canada, where we had to stop, there are several hundred people living.

The poor vegetation and severe climate deprive these settlements of bright colours. But the greed of nature is compensated by the 
northern hospitality of these people. In the North of Russia, the participants were sometimes greeted, as dear guests, with literary 
folklore performances. In many villages on the route in all countries there are museums that tell of the recent past and present of the 
northern peoples. Sometimes the general meetings were followed by family meetings, fishing. Not every village has hotels, sometimes 
pilots had to spend the night in the office rooms in the waiting rooms of the airports, even in the tents. In Fort Yukon, the local sheriff 
and several hunters and fishermen spent the whole night at the fire with the expedition members, treated pilots to local salmon and 
venison. In Inuvik we met the heirs of Mike Zubko, who in 1946 organized the first airline company in the Far North of Canada, a 
public service carrier. In Paulatuk the weather allowed the most seasoned to swim in the Arctic Ocean, and the water in it was warmer 
than in the Pacific. In Cambridge Bay, the local community invited pilots to participate in public hearings of the project to install in 
the waters of the island of special microphones to record signals exchanged in the ocean by cetaceans. In Kulusuk we honored the 
memory of the crew of the amphibian, who perished in 1942 during the rescue operation of one of the warships. This memorial is 
dedicated to the memory of servicemen who died in Greenland during the Second World War. This is a little-known episode of that 
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global tragedy. Sometimes the pilots had to take the mission of people’s diplomats.

Sergey Aalfinov: “Almost at all points of the Arctic in North America, we were the first citizens of Russia. Not the first Russians, 
they are now spread all over the world, but the first citizens of Russia. And almost everywhere where we were, we were the first from 
Russia, who flew on their small aircraft. For the local population this was surprising, because there Is practically no private aviation 
in the Arctic. The conditions for it there are not suitable. It’s almost impossible to keep a small plane there, because it’s dark there 
for half a year. “ There were also difficult days, when waiting for the weather we were to delay for several days. Such delays promised 
unjoyous prospects of not having time to complete the flight in the time allotted to the plans. For most participants of the flight, this 
was a problem, since participation in the flight was their personal initiative, for the participation in the flight they took leave on the 
main job. It was not easy to make a general decision to fly, when it was not clear what the weather would be on the route during the 
flight, because it often changed.

Vladimir Evstafiev: “We are one team, so some crews can not fly, leaving the others. Risk assessment is probably the most difficult 
thing in making a general decision to fly. A lot of “spears were broken”, I will not say that it came to the scandals, but it was sometimes 
hard to make the decisions, because every member of the team always has his own view, based on personal experience and the 
possibilities of technology. “ Undoubtedly, both the team and the equipment survived the severe tests due to the good preparation, 
the huge experience of the pilots and the trouble-free technology. But the Polar round-the-world flight was also accompanied by luck. 
One of the observers who followed the flight wrote to the facebook: I was interested to read that they had to wait only four days to fly 
across the Bering Strait. From what I have heard that area has very difficult weather –between fog, high winds, icing. Apparently pilots 
say that there are only four VFR days a year along the Aleutian Islands.

Results
The first results of the Polar round-the-world flight are obvious –it was successful. The amphibious aircraft of the company “AeroVolga” 
fully justified the hopes of their creators. The results of scientific experiments conducted during the flight will be known later, when 
they are processed. Dozens of congratulations to the expedition members came from different parts of the world.

Libairty Club:«Un Amphibie ULM visiblement abouti et bien pensé, Bravo!»
Luke Howard: «Dream trip!»
Sergio Ramos:«Felicitaciones para to do el equipo»
Frank Hofmann, Aviation Consultant and the International Council of Aircraft Owner and Pilot Associations (IAOPA) representative 
to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO): 

“Congratulations to the whole team, especially to all the crew in the aircraft. Such a venture is made much more difficult because of 
the remote locations. It would not have been a trip for someone inexperienced, so that the trip was a success has to be credited to the 
resourceful, determined and experienced team. Bravo to all. I seems that the Borey was in good hands. The Arctic is such a beautiful 
region and I appreciate that one of the goals of the Circumpolar Flight was for Loïc to draw attension to the needs of our environment. 
I hope that the people will understand, having seen the photographs, how important it is to preserve the quality of our Arctic regions. 
Again, congratulations to all.”

By Sergiy Araslanov
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Super Petrel LS for sale.  

I have matasticising Prostate cancer and have to sell 
everything up… 

Only 259 hrs, just had professional engineer do the 100 hour 
service.

Professionally maintained, new tyres, battery and engine 
mountings & variable pitch prop.  Transponder, Nothing at 
all to spend @ $150k, always hangered.
 

John Bell
107 Boles Street
West Gladstone, 4680
Queensland
Australia
Email: dingdong@highway1.com.au
Tel: 0409 116 936

LA 250 RENEGADE

***$169,000 USD*** Australia’s best meticulously maintained 
Lake Renegade. A rare example, always hangared, beautiful 
to fly and ready to go with all you need. Includes headsets 
and more.

4+2 Seats
1992
TT 1856.3, ETR 1651.9, PTR 1528

Annunciator Control Unit: MD41
Audio: KMA24H
Fuel Flow: Shadin Fuel Flow Computer
GPS/Com: Garmin GNC300XL – IFR
Indicator: KI-202
Intercom: 5 place
Marine VHF: Icom ICM-58 (12Volt)
Transponder KT76A
VHF/NAV.: KX155A

Auto Pilot: S-Tec 55 coupled to NAV and GPS, Altitude Hold, 
VS Hold
250 litre extended range fuel bladder
Survival Kits, slim life jackets, anchor and more

Email: roger@bhbpartners.com.au or 0488 660 635

FOR SALE
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Searey Amphibian  

I Aircraft Type Amphibian and Floatplanes

Make Searey

Condition  Used Aircraft

Price   $80,000 Incl GST

Registration No  VH-LCG

Serial Number  1DK374c

Year Built  2007

Total Time Airframe 170

Engine   Rotax 912ULS 100HP 

   170 Total Time.

Avionics    Stratomaster Enigma colour EFIS  
   with full engine data management.  
   XCom 760 VHF with 2 place VOX  
   intercom, Mode C Microair  
   Transponder, Dual PTT

Comments

Searey Classic - Built 2007. IVO 3 Blade ground adjustable 
prop. Cabin Heater, Whelan strobes and Nav lights, solid 
state breakers, Soft start landing light, long range tank, full 
anti corrosion treatment during construction, Carby Heat, 
pylon insulation, stainless steel exhaust, Fibreglass “C” Hull, 
nil accidents.

Contact Name: Kyle Gardner

Mobile:  0419363731

- § -

Keep an eye out for a nice new Atol amphibian on Sydney’s 
Pittwater early in the new year. This rather attractive aircraft has 
been in various stages of development for many years but the 
final product now being marketed looks very interesting. 

The video of the Atol being collapsed for transport is really 
worth watching,. Go to https://atol.kuvat.fi/kuvat/Videos/

pakkaus+kuljetusta+varten.mov
- § -

FOR SALE
Cont.

SOON TO APPEAR
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Seaplane Pilots Association Australia 
(SPAA) is a not for profit organisation 

staffed by volunteers. 
Its goals are to:

• Promote the safe and responsible operation of 
Seaplanes.

• Advocate for equal rights and access to 
waterways for Seaplanes.

• Engage with the Civil Aviation Safety Authority 
(CASA), Air Services Australia (ASA),  industry 
stakeholders and other interested parties on 
Seaplane related matters and legislation.

• Foster high standards of Seaplane training and 
airmanship.

• Provide support and information to its 
members.
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SPAA OFFICE BEARERS
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 Malcokm Burns    Mb 0448 744 763   email: Click Here
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 Kevin Bowe  (07) 5474 4745 Mb 0414 744 799  email: Click Here
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 Paul Cummins    Mb  0414 497 636  email: Click Here
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